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Motivation  
 
The investigation into our chosen subject began as a general discussion of personal 
motivations in people, and how a company might use a commercial or other media product to 
try and convince consumers to buy their products or donate to their cause. We found great 
interest in what kinds of strategies companies use and what kind of emotions are key in swaying 
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the audience. This brought up the general subject of behavior change and motivators in regards 
to product consumption.  
To answer what motivators are most effective we thought it best to start with those 
directly affected, them being the receiver audience. Since we wished to have receiver-centered 
focus in our investigation, we also discussed what kind of product would be best in displaying an 
effect on the receiver. Some of us thought it would be interesting to engage with a campaign by 
a non-profit organization such as Amnesty International or WWF. While discussing this, we 
came to the conclusion that this choice was probably not the most appropriate for our interest. 
This is because we are most interested in finding out what the genuine and sincere reaction of 
our target group is towards the product we present them, and we thought a "major" global 
problem such as animal mistreatment or the starving of children in Africa were topics where 
there is typically a pre-established opinion that is very much influenced by social expectations. 
We believe one tends to answer what is expected from us, that which appears most socially 
acceptable. 
To ensure we did get the most genuine reactions in our target group we choose to opt 
instead for an ad having as its focus the receiver themselves. We therefore agreed on finding a 
product for a fitness company, as we believe that fitness itself is in some aspect a “temple of 
individualism”. Fitness centers are a place where we take time to focus on ourselves, where we 
are the center of the attention. We thought that this aspect was very relevant for our research 
since we expect that people would be open to speaking sincerely about themselves, about their 
personal opinion, and about their feelings, rather than having to express their opinion about one 
of the aforementioned "major" issues.  
Further into the discussion of our topic we began to see the larger philosophical matters 
of our interest, them being the questions of how our perceived standards are created around the 
topics of how to be, how to look, and how to eat. We know that, in a certain way, this is typically 
dictated by beauty and health standards, but why are these standards so important and who (if 
anyone) is in charge of their development? As an overall pre-assumption we feel that our 
society, and in particular the messages we get through the social media, is what raises 
expectations. Through our rather frequent use of social networks, we, on a daily basis 
encounter pictures, articles, and videos reminding us about what we should look like or what the 
healthiest lifestyle is for us. Indeed, it is plain to see that our everyday life is packed with 
advertisements often suggesting various types of behavioral change. 
At this point enters an aspect that is central to the questions we pose: what is the 
motivation for eventually adopting the proposed behavioral change? What does our society try 
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to make us feel in order to convince us to change? From personal experience, our assumption 
is that frequently the feelings most played upon are those of guilt, inadequacy, shame, or a 
need to stand out as an individual, but these all seem to be unpleasant or tedious things, that 
one would think should rather be avoided than evoked in people. In that regard our interest is 
also very much to find out if these chosen feelings aimed at motivating us actually do so, or if 
other positive feelings would be more effective. 
Overall the focus of our investigation has had to change and adapt due to new 
discussions, problems, and discoveries, but we believe that at its core it still adheres to what 
motivated us in the first place. The reasons behind why we do what we do and how companies 
use different strategies to elicit a response in our behavior towards using their products is of 
central concern to us. Hopefully we, using the responses and opinions of the audience itself, 
can explore the different aspects of these questions so as to better understand our own 
motivations in some manner, and shed some light on what can affect them in the most positive 
way. 
 
Description of working process  
 
Below we have constructed a model of our process so as to help guide the reader 
through the project in a more fluent manner 
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Problem definition 
 
How does the target group react to the chosen Fitness World campaign? 
 What was the target group’s immediate reaction to the product? 
 Which aspects of the campaign is the target group affected by most? 
 What can we learn about today’s fitness culture through the collected data? 
 
Planning of the fieldwork 
 
Very early on in our process, we talked about what type of research method we were 
interested in and which we found appropriate for our investigation. We quickly decided to 
engage with a quantitative research method in the form of surveys, since we thought this would 
be the most effective and honest way of collecting the data. We felt this way because we 
discussed how different people are, when talking about fitness and health, and concluded that 
doing an anonymous survey would make people more prone to answer sincerely. In addition, 
data collected through a survey can easily be measured and one can get an overview of the 
Discussion of Ideas 
and Problem 
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and Interview 
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general opinion upon the matter through simple questions. A further reason for considering a 
survey as a good way of collecting data, was because it would have given us the possibility to 
collect a larger amount of data. The distribution would have been much easier (ex. 
surveymonkey on the internet). 
This idea was supported by our supervisor, however he encouraged us to test our 
material by doing a ‘quick and dirty’ interview. This could help us uncover which angle would be 
most interesting and approachable. It would also help and inspire us to ask the most interesting 
questions and thereby create a better survey. Early on in our process we started the planning 
for the fast and dirty interview and the design of the survey. Though, while discussing, we began 
to realized more and more that the design of the interview became of great importance and 
relevance so we started to expand and solidify the structure of it.  
Our idea was to design the ‘quick and dirty’ interview to include five to ten people. We 
wanted to focus on five main questions, which would lead us closer to the survey questions. 
During this process, we kept coming back to the idea of wanting to know more about people's 
general relationship to health, sports and fitness, since we felt that it was going to affect their 
opinion and the way they would consider the product.  
We also realized that we were personally very interested in some aspects of the subject 
that were very difficult to engage with through a survey. This was further recognized during the 
process of formulating questions: we realized that we had far more angles of investigation for 
which it would have been preferable to gather the data in a qualitative way. We all agreed on 
the fact that it was relevant for our research to engage in a conversation with our target group 
since we realized that the topic of our investigation, being fitness and a healthy lifestyle, was far 
more personal, complex, and intimate than we initially thought.  
Doing qualitative rather than quantitative research gives us the possibility to further 
elaborate on their answers with second questions. For these reasons, and due to time 
constraints, we decided to do a full focus group interview, dropping the quick and dirty, with the 
addition of the now "follow-up" survey. The original aim was to conduct interviews with one or 
two focus groups, consisting of approximately 8-10 people. Conscious about the difficulties of 
gathering participants for such purposes, we started out by searching for people within our 
communication class who may be able to be part of the interview, since we knew that people in 
the same situation would perhaps be more willing to help. The immediate feedback was very 
positive. It seemed like we had been able to set up an interview with one focus group consisting 
of 8 people. After the practical and bureaucratic aspects of the investigation seemed to have 
been established, we started solidifying the design of the questions.  
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Formulation of Questions 
 
First phase 
During brainstorming regarding which questions would be interesting and relevant to ask 
we found direction through Steinar Kvales and Svend Brinkmann’s book Interviews. There we 
found inspiration in types of interview questions and we decided to start our focus group 
interview with introductory questions (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:135) because these questions 
would help us in forming a baseline. Instead of immediately asking the target group about their 
reaction to our chosen product, we wanted to investigate their general feelings and opinions 
about the subject, and therefore formulated questions concerning their own relationship with 
fitness and health and what their main purposes for engaging with the subject were. We started 
by formulating questions such as: 
 
 What is your relationship with fitness and exercise/ Is it important to you? Why? 
 What is the main purpose for you in relation to doing/not doing fitness/exercise? 
 What is your first reaction to this campaign? Why? 
 When considering it on a deeper level how does this campaign makes you feel and 
think? Why? 
 What would you like to see in a fitness campaign like this if it should appeal to you? 
 Is there for you a connection between what this campaign shows and the motivation for 
being more active? 
 
Inspired by Kvales chapter Conducting an Interview, we first focused on turning many 
potential research questions into interview questions. Our final draft for this first part of the focus 
interview resulted in being: 
 
 Do you work out? 
 Why do/don’t you exercise? 
 What does exercise mean to you? 
 What is your view of fitness companies? 
 
For our interview questions we mainly focused on using a very clear and simple 
language that would be easy to understand for our interviewees. We also paid attention not to 
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use words that could be misunderstood. We tried to formulate the questions so that the 
interviewees would not feel interrogated about the subject but rather that we were sincerely 
interested in their opinion about the matter (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:134). 
At the very beginning of the interview, we as interviewers, would try and brief our 
interviewees about what the main focus of the interview is. We would do so because the 
interview should appear to our interviewees as a simple and “straightforward” situation, without 
hidden agendas. By doing so we also imagined that our interviewees would feel more at ease, 
because the subject and the structure of the interview would not be a surprise to them (Kvale 
and Brinkman, 2009:128). 
We decided to divide the questions into a first and second phase, the first focusing on 
the target group's own relationship and experience of fitness, the second focusing only on the 
way the target group reacted to the chosen product. As mentioned above, the reason for 
designing the interview in this way, was to create a baseline, followed by the main purpose of 
the interview, which is the investigation of the target group’s reactions to the product. Through 
this combination of questions, we would try to make sense of their reactions and opinions. We 
as interviewees would try and understand as far as possible the world view (Kvale and 
Brinkman, 2009:124) of our interviewees. As expressed in Kvale’s Interviews we would try and 
leave out personal opinions and presumptions, trying to see the world from their point of view:  
 
I want to understand the world from your point of view. 
I want to know what you know in the way you know it. 
I want to understand the meaning of your experience, 
to walk in your shoes, to feel things as you feel them,  
to explain things as you explain them. 
Will you become my teacher and help me understand? 
(Spradly, 1979:Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:124) 
 
The gathering of background knowledge about the people involved will hopefully help in 
mapping the different patterns of opinions. Another reason for starting the interview with 
questions about the personal life of the interviewees is to ensure they feel at ease within the 
interview situation. As Kvale and Brinkmann mention in their book Interviews, the major goal 
would be to make the interviewees feel like they are the experts of the situation. Our interest is 
not to examine our interviewees in regards to academic analysis skills but rather to observe 
their sincere and spontaneous reactions and feelings to the questions we pose.  
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Second phase 
The second phase of the interview will be the core of the reception analysis. At the very 
beginning of this phase we will present our interviewees to the chosen campaign composed of 
two videos targeting men and women. Our aim is to investigate the target group’s reception to 
the chosen product. Reception analysis is a form of audience research which explores the 
meanings and experiences people produce as a result of contextualized encounters with a 
media product. It is used as a tool to aid designers of communication campaigns that helps 
ensure the campaign succeeds in engaging the selected audience and emphasizes on the 
qualitative analysis of the audience’s interpretations (Schrøder, 2014: 1).  
When starting the design for the second part of the interview it seemed very natural to 
refer to the theoretical considerations about qualitative research by Steinar Kvale and Kim 
Schrøder. As suggested by Kvale (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:128), before continuing the 
interview, we would once more make sure that our interviewees feel at ease in the situation. We 
would again strongly stress the fact that this “talk” is not about any analyzing skills but rather 
about personal feelings and first impressions. Our interest is to focus on the interviewees first 
impressions of the product, on how they react to it and what their feelings are about it. We are 
not interested in finding out if the product is effective, or if its message is mediated in the right 
manner. 
We once more brainstormed about which would be the most proper and interesting 
questions to ask. When designing the questions we constantly had to remind ourselves about 
the fact that the main focus should be the reception of the product by our target group and not 
the product in itself. While moving forward, we realized that it was far more difficult to formulate 
adequate questions than what we had first thought. Once more inspired by Kvales types of 
interview questions (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:135), we agreed on starting with introductory 
questions. We did so, again, in the hope that we would receive as spontaneous as possible 
answers from our interviewees. We would then follow up with more specifying question about 
what would be the ideal fitness ad for our interviewees, and ended up with direct questions 
regarding our interviewees’ specific opinion on Fitness World as a fitness company (Kvale and 
Brinkman, 2009:135): 
Our final draft for the interview questions for the second part of the interview resulted in 
being: 
 
 What is your first reaction to this ad?  
 How does the ad make you feel? 
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 What would you like to see in a (fitness) campaign, if it should appeal to you? 
 How does this campaign make you feel about this fitness company? 
 
We tried to formulate questions to which the interviewees could answer by reflecting 
about their personal feelings and experiences. We very much paid attention not to presuppose 
anything and tried to ask simple and clear questions. The reason for the specific sequence of 
the questions was meant in order to lead our interviewees, in the first moments, into describing 
their immediate reactions and feelings towards the ad. We thought that the third question, then, 
would be a good way of indirectly asking our interviewees what personally motivates them. In 
this way we would potentially be able to gather interesting data about their first reactions and 
feelings about the product, and secondly, sincere opinions about what optimally would motivate 
them.  
We will also use follow-up questions as suggested by Kvale and Brinkman (Kvale and 
Brinkman, 2009:138). This kind of questions mainly resides in the ability of the interviewer to 
disambiguate the interviewees’ answers. We would, for example, ask our interviewees if we 
have correctly understood their answers, or ask them if they would like to elaborate some more. 
As strongly underlined in Kvale, during this phase we as interviewers will have to show our 
ability of listening: in order for us to understand in the best way possible the answers of the 
interviewees we need to pay attention to what they answer and how they answer (Kvale and 
Brinkman, 2009:139). As Kvale describes this phase, we could draw some analogies with the 
game of chess:  
 
Each move by the opponent changes the structure of the chess board 
and each player has to consider the multiple implications of the opponent’s move 
before making the next move, anticipating the future moves of the opponent, and so one. 
(Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:139) 
 
 We will try and be sensible and aware in noticing which direction the interview may take. 
Of course, we will try to introduce all our major interest points to the discussion, but at the same 
time we agree on the fact that our pre design of the interview does not need to be followed in a 
completely solidified manner. It is up to the individual interviewer to guide the interview in the 
way he thinks is the best and the most appropriate, also depending on what kind of 
predisposition the interviewees seem to have to the situation. 
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Survey 
In the construction of our survey we wanted to consider a more analytical view at this point. 
We felt that our need for spontaneous and truthful reactions and answers had been fulfilled and we 
wanted to give our interviewees room to elaborate on their responses after consideration of the 
discussions. Here we tried to direct them at a line of questioning that would help us enrich our 
understanding of how they received and interpreted the communication tools present in the 
products. We sought now a more practical grounding of their complete views.  
Here we also tried to strengthen what base line the interviewees had on the general subject of 
fitness and motivators. To achieve this, we gathered information on what motivators were most 
personally effective to the interviewees. We, as well, gave them room to elaborate on their personal 
habits in concerns with fitness. We felt this is important because it would help us in understanding 
what change, if any had occurred over the course of interaction with the product  
 
Product description 
 
Our chosen product is a video campaign launched in the end of 2014 by the Danish 
fitness company, Fitness World. The campaign can be found in this link: 
http://nyhederne.tv2.dk/2015-01-05-ekspert-om-fitness-world-reklame-de-taler-jo-bare-til-deres-
kunder. Unfortunately the videos have been removed from the web and this is the only source 
that remains online.  
Fitness World is the biggest and fastest growing fitness company in Denmark and the 
leading company on the market. They have centers all over the country and more than 450.000 
members, which perhaps is why they consider themselves as credible sources of fitness related 
information’s and campaigns. (https://www.fitnessworld.dk/om-fitnessworld)  
The campaign consists of two separate videos, though they carry the same basic 
message. The campaign promotes that any new member who subscribes for a membership on 
the 1st or 2nd of January 2015, subscribes for free. The first video is addressing women, while 
the second is addressing men.  
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Target group 
 
Both videos seems to be addressing a rather young audience, which is evident when 
looking at the language in the videos. The sender uses slang, incorrect grammar and hashtags. 
The hashtags, especially, are a sign of trying to communicate with a younger audience in their 
environment, since hashtags are widely used on social media networks like Instagram and 
Facebook. It is clear that the hashtags serve to relate to these platforms, since the text used in 
the videos, easily could have been used without the hashtags. 
 
Language 
 
To promote the subscription to Fitness World in the New Year, the campaign focuses on 
the reasons behind working out and how one would benefit from it. In the video addressing 
women the catch line used is; ‘hva så piger, er 2015 året hvor du vil kaldes’ - ‘What’s up girls, is 
2015 the year you want to be called’, followed by a series of different nicknames such as 
‘frækkert, honey, babe, milf and bootylicious’. The way they present the ad, combined with their 
choice of language and their message, indicates that if women want to be part of these types of 
categories, they need to join Fitness World and use the gym to obtain a certain body image to 
be attractive for men. 
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In the video addressing men the catch line used is; ‘Hva så drenge, er 2015 året hvor du 
skal ha’ - ‘What’s up boys, is 2015 the year you want to have’, followed by a series of 
nicknames describing different muscle groups like; ‘hjul, guns, pecs and wings’.  
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Then the video zooms in on a woman working out and the next catch line is; ‘så de her kan få 
noget pænere at kigge på’ - ‘so that these can get something nice to look at’. The last catch line 
is not present in the women’s video, but underlines a message which is also evident in the 
women’s video. Namely, that men should join Fitness World and use their gym, if they want to 
be categorized as a man with an ideal body image and a man who is attractive to women. The 
last sentence in the men’s video seems to be necessary in this regard, since the names used 
are actually specifying muscles and not titles. 
 
Images 
 
Throughout both videos, the sender uses images of young, good looking people working 
out. In the women’s video it is mainly women doing different exercises, with the exception of a 
man in the last part of the video. In some of the images, the women are not wearing a lot of 
clothes and are showing a little bit of skin, in order for the viewer to see their sweaty bodies. The 
activity shown in some of the images do not have direct relation to the different names featured, 
only in relation to the name ‘bootylicious’ where an image of a butt is featured. 
As for the men’s video, the concept is the same, although the images match with the 
language on a higher level. When categorizing the different muscle groups in the video, images 
of these parts of the body are shown, which to some level makes it more about fitness and 
lifestyle than what is the case for the women’s video. However, in the last part of the men’s 
video, images of women working out are shown when making the point that men should work 
out if they want to look good in the eyes of women.  
The video has an orange shade filter that is reminiscent of the Instagram (social 
network) filters that many people use nowadays to enhance their photos and videos. The use of 
the filter makes the environment depicted look unrealistic, yet it draws the attention to it because 
it seems familiar and aesthetically beautiful.  
In general, a sexual angle is evident in the way the people in the different images pose 
and look at the camera. There is a lot of bare skin, sweat and some of the girls pour water over 
their faces and bodies. It could all be related to fitness and exercise, but in combination with the 
language used and the way the images are cut together, the sexual undertone is quite clear.  
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Message 
 
As mentioned above, the message Fitness World is actually promoting in this campaign 
is that they try to get people to join their fitness company.  
 
 
However the means through which they are communicating are clearly what catches the 
attention, which is probably on purpose. It is difficult not to speculate about why Fitness World 
has launched a quite daring campaign like this. They are the leading company on the market 
and have a lot of members, so they do not really need the attention this campaign definitely 
creates. They are in a position where they easily could stick to very neutral mainstream fitness 
campaigns, without focusing a lot on the reasons why people should do exercise in general, 
which is what they have done with this campaign. In fact, it is easy to overlook their main 
message. First, it is only presented in the end of both videos. Secondly, the strategy behind 
motivating people to join is so daring and maybe even provocative that your focus is on that, 
rather than the core message itself. 
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Motivations for Selection 
 
We as a group decided on engaging with this precise Fitness World campaign for 
several reasons. Personally the campaign caught our attention when we first saw it; it very 
much represented what we in a more abstract way had been talking about: good looking people 
working out in as little clothes as possible, having a good time. At first sight the campaign 
seemed to contain most of the beauty standards that we had been talking about. When 
engaging with it at a deeper level we noticed further details such as the hashtags that where a 
direct link to the social network.  
Since the beginning we agreed on the relevance of engaging with a campaign spread on 
social networks or referring to them. For this reason, as well, the campaign seemed appropriate 
for us. The fact that the chosen campaign presents nicknames to identify with, appeared to us a 
clear way of creating “boxes” into which potential consumers could put themselves. This aspect 
also seemed interesting to us since we had previously been talking about the importance of 
fitting into today's beauty ideals. We had discussed the trend amongst young people of having 
to be part of some kind of style category in order to be cool. Lastly, this campaign is interesting 
to work with since we, as communication students, think that it is a good example of 
advertisement that suffers from a bad combination between different medias: the visuals, which 
are rather good (good quality and aesthetically beautiful) are degraded by a terrible choice of 
formulation of the message. 
 
Execution 
 
Below we have constructed a model of the execution so as to help guide the reader 
through the process in a fluent manner. 
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After we completed the survey and the interview questions we contacted the group of 
people that had agreed to participate as our focus group in order to confirm their attendance to 
the selected day (a week from that day) for the interview which would be conducted at the 
University campus. At this point people started cancelling, which fortunately didn’t come as a 
surprise to us. Until the day of the execution of the interview, we expected five people to attend. 
The day of the interview though, all had cancelled.  
At this point we as a group decided to improvise and try to find as many students as we 
could. The idea of simply approaching people and asking them to be part of our focus group 
interview was challenging for us but we had decided on using one entire day on collecting our 
data and it felt a total waste not being able to collect anything.  As a result, we went to the 
University’s student cafe and began to approach people about the subject. We further realized 
how difficult it can be to find someone willing to spend 30-40 minutes for an interview and a 
survey. After a few failed attempts we found a group of three students that knew each other. 
They were willing to participate and so we arranged to meet in a study room in the same 
building 15 minutes later. Those 15 minutes gave us time to set up the study room by setting up 
one table for the interview, bring some water, prepare the sitting places and decide which one of 
us would be the interviewer and who would keep notes. Furthermore, we decided, next to 
keeping notes, to record the interview in order to be able to pay full attention to what was being 
said during the interview and to be able to go back to it and listen to it again.    
Gathering of Focus 
Group 
Introduction to the 
Theme 
Viewing of the 
Comm. Product 
1st phase of the 
Interview 
•Conclusion of 1st phase 
2nd phase of the 
Interview 
•Conclusion of 2nd phase 
2nd Viewing of the 
Comm. Product 
Survey  
Completion of Focus 
Group Interview 
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We chose to sit on one side of the table leaving three empty chairs for the focus group 
opposite us. The idea behind this setup was to make them feel like one unit but also make it 
easier for them to engage into conversation with each other. 
We started the interview with a quick briefing of the interviewees about the topic of our 
research and stressed the fact that we were not looking for an academic analysis but we were 
instead interested in their reaction and feelings. The interviewer presented the structure of the 
interview specifying that it consists of three parts, a first part about fitness in general, a second 
part during which the fitness campaign video will be shown and finally a quick 5-10 minute 
follow-up survey. From the beginning the interviewer set the atmosphere by joking with the 
interviewees and pointed out that we were interested in their opinion regardless their 
relationship with fitness.  
During the interview, the interviewer would go through the questions keeping in mind the 
types of interview questions, as set by Kvale. He made sure to leave space for discussion 
between the interviewees without interrupting, even when the conversation diverted, in order for 
the interview to keep a conversational flow and not feel like an interrogation. The interviewer 
alimented the discussion between the interviewees even if it was taking directions that were not 
directly adherent to the pre-established questions. By doing so he on one hand showed interest 
towards the interviewees and on the other hand, the capability to get back on track again. He 
did so by using sentences such as “So, to kind of draw it back a little..”.  
He would use follow-up questions (as nodding, using “mm” or “ok”), interpreting 
questions (“Do you mean that..”), silences and a few times some probing questions (“Could you 
say something more about that?”). In order for the interview to be formulated as a discussion, 
the interviewer did not ask the questions we had written in a sterile way, and would give further 
explanation if needed. He also formulated the questions as follow-up questions to the answers 
given by the interviewees. To do so he used sentences such as “yes, and to this follows....”. In 
this way he appeared as a more attentive, listening and coherent interviewer. In response to 
some of the interviewee’s answers, our interviewer replied by saying for example “I know that 
feeling”; by doing so he created a link between himself and the interviewee, indirectly saying 
that he understands them and that he has similar feelings. This seemed to make the interviewee 
feel more at ease; in fact she immediately followed up with further description of her answer.  
Towards the end of the first phase of the interview, the interviewer quickly sums up what 
they have been discussing during the first phase in order then to introduce the second phase. 
He helps the interviewees to clarify the main points of what has been talked about and seems to 
stress the fact that there is no hidden agenda behind the interview. By doing so he makes the 
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situation seem more transparent and gives the interviewees the possibility to return to the core 
of the discussion. Before showing the videos he makes a brief introduction mentioning that there 
are two of them, one geared towards women and one towards men. At this point he once more 
stresses that we are interested in the interviewee’s first reactions and feelings rather than any 
analyzing.  
Then followed the viewing of the two videos, one right after the other and only a few 
seconds apart so that the interviewees remain in a viewing mode and did not start discussing 
about it before both videos were over. The conversation continued in similar manner, with the 
interviewer maintaining the same discourse style as in the first part of the interview. Getting to 
the final part of the second phase, the interviewer started closing the discussion with the 
expression “Just to sum up and solidify everything that has been said..”. This way he keeps the 
interviewees updated about where we were in the interview. After summing up, the interviewer 
added “Is there anything else you would like to add before we move on the survey?”. By asking 
this, he gave the interviewees some space for more personal opinions and further reflection on 
what was discussed, something that the interviewees actually took advantage of and added 
something more. 
The interviewer closed the interview part with “That was a really good discussion” and 
we showed them the videos of the campaign once more, so that we could move to the phase of 
the survey. 
After they finished watching the video for a second time, we handed them the surveys 
and asked them to take their time to complete it. We also specified that the survey was 
anonymous and that we only needed to know their gender and age. Whenever there was a 
problem understanding a question, one of us would take some time to clarify what is asked. At 
the end of that phase we thanked them for participating and for the overall great experience we 
got through this interview with them. 
The rest of the interviews were individual or with two participants. Each of us would 
interview one person, and that was decided so the interviewee wouldn’t feel pressure from four 
people asking questions. The structure and style of the interviews remain exactly the same, only 
in the individual ones, the interviewer would engage more into discussion, never leading it, but 
rather helping the participant express his/her opinions and feelings better. The duration of these 
interviews varied between 15-20 minutes and there were four individual interviews and one with 
two participants. All the recordings from these interviews were later observed by all the 
members of our group, where we discussed and took notes of everything that was said. 
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Analysis 
 
Justification of the use of the data 
 
When starting the analysis of our collected data we at first incurred some difficulties 
regarding how we should divide and analyze the data collected through various methods. We 
had been engaging with focus group interviews followed up by surveys, with one to one 
interviews followed up by surveys and we also have a small number of surveys that have been 
filled out not being preceded by the interview.  
Since our way of collecting data has been a little unusual, and since the data had been 
collected under different conditions (in groups, as individuals, without the insight to the subject 
through the interview), we were in doubt about how our analysis should proceed. Talking with 
our supervisor, we were at first suggested to divide our analysis into a first part concerning the 
interviews and a second part considering our surveys. The reason for doing so was that the 
unequal number of interviewees and responders to the survey. The fact that a part of our target 
group had not had the preparation to the subject through the interview meant that we were 
expecting some of the surveys to contain data rather incoherent and different from the rest. We 
thought that there would be major discrepancies. Although, when comparing all the data 
collected through the surveys we realized that the answers given by the part of target group that 
had been part of the interview did not differ very much from the part that had not been part of an 
interview.  
At this point, talking with our supervisor, we decided that it was possible to consider all 
the data collected through the surveys as follow up information to the interviews. We decided to 
consider the data collected through the interviews connected to the data collected through the 
surveys. We agreed that being able to include both types of data in one same analysis would 
permit us to be more nuanced in our considerations. 
Conscious about the fact that this characteristic of our data collection could have 
transformed into a problem for our further interpretation, we decided to consider the data all as 
one without focusing on the fact that it had been collected in various ways. We very much think 
that by doing so we will, to a higher degree, be able to strengthen our analysis referring to the 
collected data.  
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Audio and Text  
 
We have chosen to combine the analysis of the audio and the text, since it is so close in 
what is expresses and causes quite similar reactions, as to avoid being too repetitive. 
When analyzing the campaign in relation to people's reaction, it is quite clear that the 
audio of the video combined with the text, is what causes the most negative reactions. Naturally 
the images and visuals used support this reaction, but one cannot avoid to speculate whether or 
not the reaction would have been equally negative had the campaign excluded the audio and 
the text relied solely on the visuals. 
One of the first thing we notice is that both videos are constructed in the same way. In 
both clips there is modern, upbeat music playing that is synchronized to the movement of 
the peoples bodies in the video. They both start by appealing to the women or men asking 
them what they want to be called (female version) and what they want to have (male version) in 
2015. Consequently, in the video targeting women, a series of categories are mentioned for 
them to identify with; “babe, snack, milf, frækkert, chick, honey, ku’ godt, bootylicious”. In the 
video targeting men, a series of muscle groups such as; “guns, hjul, pecs, six pack, and vinger” 
are mentioned. Both videos end with mentioning the possibility for free subscription to Fitness 
World if joined on the 1st or 2nd of January. A noticeable difference between the two videos is 
that the narrator of the first video targeting women is a male voice, while the narrator of the 
second video targeting men is a female voice.  
        Both the female voice and the male voice used in the two videos, come across as very 
sensual, flirtatious and sexy. They are not formal but very personal and intimate in the way they 
address the listener. The way the male and female voiceovers color the hashtag words are in a 
“breathy” and sensual way, especially the female voiceover that finishes some sentences in a 
sexually satisfactory kind of way. The spoken language used is quite young, with a lot of ‘slang’ 
and the use of the ‘nicknames’ for the titles in the women’s video and the use of the muscle 
groups in the men’s video is rather unusual.  
       Again ‘slang’ - not grammatically correct way of writing - is used in some parts of the video. 
This, as for the spoken language, seems to be in order to appear youthful and unusual, also 
through the nicknames that are used. The use of hashtags also signifies an urge to be youthful 
and relatable to social media platforms. It is also a very popular way of communicating, since it 
is compatible with the use of Instagram who's widely known feature is the hashtag. 
When asking the interviewees about the message of the campaign, it seems quite clear 
that their main reaction to the campaign, is not only focused on the message of joining Fitness 
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World, but indeed also the means used to communicate it. In fact, it appears as though no one 
noticed the actual offer of free subscription if joining the 1st or 2nd of January. This is quite 
notable since some of the interviewees express that they believe it is important that a fitness 
centers offer cheap memberships.  
 
First reactions 
 
The first reaction to the videos is, in general, rather strong. The female interviewees 
have a reaction that seems to be surprised and incredulous. They seem to have a generally 
negative and off-putting view towards the videos. This is be because women felt objectified by 
the video. The categories mentioned to describe women refer to the sexual realm. From our 
female interviewees we encountered answers expressing that they don’t want to be seen as 
pieces of meat, that are only to be looked at as sexual objects when going to the gym. 
Concerning the male interviewees the reaction is also of surprise. Although rather than 
expressing their negativity towards the campaign they laugh at it, seeming to underline its 
ridiculousness.  
 
Effect of hashtags 
The use of the hashtags in general makes the interviewees react in a negative way, 
stating that it is offensive and unoriginal. They feel that by using hashtags and especially the 
names from the women’s video, they show that it is not about having a healthy lifestyle but 
achieving a certain ideal body image, and that does not appeal to them. The names have no 
substance, since they are exclusively body image and sex related. Most of the interviewees 
express that the hashtags and the different categories mentioned during the videos, make them 
feel like they do not belong to this kind of Fitness Company. They also stress the fact that they 
feel like being “stamped”. Trying to position themselves in the various categories, many of the 
interviewees strongly question if they can even be considered as part of one of them. For 
example, as one of the female interviewees says, she cannot be a milf until she has become a 
mother. This suggests that she feels like she cannot identify with the campaign.  
The interviewees do not feel part of the target group, but state that they feel that this 
campaign addresses a very specific and small target group. It makes them feel as though 
Fitness World, with their hashtags and different nicknames, are creating categories, which they 
should feel appealed to try and fit in with for the wrong reasons. It is unappealing because it 
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does not apply to the majority. Overall they think that Fitness World frames themselves as being 
all about sex and not fitness, health and fun, which is what the audience believes they are 
supposed to be focusing on.  
One of the female interviewees, who had had one of the strongest reactions to the ad, 
expresses that in spite of her negative opinion about the campaign and the company, she will 
keep her membership because of the good price of it. As mentioned before this is an interesting 
point to stress: our interviewees often mentioned the dilemma between budget and morality. 
Most of them stated that even if they disagreed with the branding of the fitness company they 
would subscribe to it because of the low price of subscription. However, the female interviewee 
expressed that with this campaign in mind, she will feel ‘tagged’ and put into those certain 
categories whenever she would want to work out in Fitness World. When asked if she could 
perhaps identify with any of the other ‘tags’ such as honey or babe, she expresses that she 
would not ever feel that she could.  
Regarding the video clip targeting men, one of the interviewees expresses his doubt 
about the man-ideal presented by Fitness World. He says that he may not himself be the ideal 
man in this regard but that for him the kind of man presented by Fitness World is not the ideal 
he identifies with anyway. He also expresses that he is personally not familiar with the 
expression “hjul”, and following states that his reason to go to the gym is not to get huge leg 
muscles. Again this shows how hard it is for the interviewees to identify with the different 
categories presented by the ad.  
Following one of the male interviewees stressed that the video targeting women very 
much presents a woman-ideal from a masculine point of view. The video presents women 
looking as men would like them to look. He also notices that the same can be said for the video 
targeting man: the ad depicts men with features that women would like. In general, the 
interviewees state that the message for women is about obtaining a title given by society, while 
the message for men is about obtaining results. It is furthermore interesting to notice that more 
than one interviewee suggests that one could think the video targeting, at first sight women, 
actually is the one most appealing to men, and that the video at first sight targeting man is the 
one most appealing to women.  
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General Reception 
 
In general our target group had a negative opinion about the text used in the two videos. 
The male participants had a slightly lower score in relation to this question, however when 
asked if they thought it was used effectively in communicating the message, they were not 
entirely negative; some actually admit to find it moderately effective. Whether or not that is 
because they see what Fitness World is trying to communicate and therefore find it effective or if 
they find it effective in relation to their own motivation is not quite clear.  
The overall opinion of our interviewees was that the campaign is very sexist and rather 
derogatory in its terminology. To the audience, the videos seem to have no relevant substance. 
The focus is only on body image and sexist views of males and females rather than on health. 
One of the female interviewees also states that indeed it would be nice to have a beautiful body, 
but that her major interest for working out is to be healthy. This observation points out that our 
interviewee cannot identify with the campaign since she doesn’t agree with the overall message. 
One can say that on average all the interviewees seem to agree on the fact that they feel like 
the ad is focusing on the wrong aspects. Working out seems to become an activity adequate 
only for one specific target group with which our chosen target group doesn’t want to identify 
with. The interviewees repeatedly expressed that the ads seemed to target a very specific and 
narrow group of people. Fitness World does not seem to talk to the general public, so most of 
the interviewees do not feel targeted by it. In opposition, one of the interviewees expressed that 
rather than making him feel willing to go to the gym and exercise, this ad makes him feel bad 
about himself.  
 
Image 
 
As we have mentioned before, there is one commercial geared more at women and one 
geared more at men, but the images used seem to create bleed over into the opposite groups. 
For the sake of this part of the analysis we will just use the images overall in the two 
commercials as we presented them to both parties and thusly the feedback is on both 
collectively. 
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In the two commercial spots there are many images being presented along with the 
audio and text. On showing the two spots, we tried to concentrate on first reactions among our 
interviewees as to get responses that we believed were the most genuine. Among our 
interviewees there were many common first responses and some outlying opinions that 
developed with conversation. Some of the most prevalent responses fit into some common 
themes, them being: stereotypes and unrealistic representations of people, hypersexualization 
and sexist imagery, and an overall pitting or playing of the sexes against one another. 
         
Unrealistic Stereotypes 
 
One of the main themes commented upon was that of stereotypes and unrealistic 
representations of people. Commonly, among both sexes, the opinion was that the models used 
in the commercial spots were not varied in appearance or body types. The comment that they 
were “unrealistically perfect” or “fake” was expressed by some. The audience found it difficult to 
identify with the people represented and thusly felt marginalized in some manner. The idea of 
“gym people” was also brought up in discussion when referencing the kinds of people 
represented. 
The concept of “body image” itself was also discussed. Some believed that the persons 
represented distorted body image away from, in the audience’s opinion, a normal or healthy 
body image. The stereotypical representation of the overly muscular man or the voluptuous 
vixen did not resonate with the audience. They found it focused too much on the sexual in an 
obvious manner and this further perpetuated a loss of credibility in the sender. 
 
 
 
 
Hypersexualization and sexism 
 
        Another key point of discussion when it came to imagery was that of the 
hypersexualization of the message. In regards to this topic, the audience had the strongest 
reaction. The “unoriginal” move to hype the sexual aspects of the sender’s message leaves 
many in the audience completely taken aback. While some of the male audience members see 
the imagery as a strategy for catching attention with eye candy, many of the female members 
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see it as absurd and distasteful. Some are even angered or disgusted by how obvious the 
appeal to the “baser senses” the imagery is. 
        Comments follow as to how the imagery promotes a focus on body parts themselves 
and not the person as a whole, effectively dehumanizing the people and focusing only on the 
sexual aspects of a person as important. For the female audience members, this blatantly 
hypersexualization, predominantly of the female models, is sexist in its execution. Some 
mentioned how some of the exercises performed were not even effective on the body parts the 
sender choose to highlight. In this regard, it seems that sex doesn’t sell when used in this overly 
gaudy way and the sender further distances themselves from the audience. 
 
Performative dichotomy   
 
As a final note, the audience noticed something a bit more subtle present in the imagery. 
It appears to some that the sender is creating a message through the imagery that pits the 
genders against one another. Not in an aggressive manner or one of conflict, but one of 
dominant to submissive. Two examples brought to light were one each in the separate 
commercials. In the men’s commercial there was the imagery of the watchful beautiful women, 
and in the women’s commercial an almost identical image of the man in the “shadows”, ever 
present and looking on eagerly. To the audience, this created an opposition where one is 
expected to be performing for the opposite gender. As if to suggest that the only way to receive 
attention is to attain the body image presented by the sender. 
 
Idyllic 
 
As we discovered everything that -according to our target group- didn’t work with the 
auditory, visual, and textual elements of the campaign we also tried to uncover what elements 
that the audience foresaw as necessary in a fitness campaign that would attract their interest 
and encourage them to join the fitness center advertised. The description of the recommended 
advertisement derives from the collected data from the interview and the survey we conducted. 
The main question that we use to envision this ad is “What would you like to see in a (fitness) 
campaign, if it should appeal to you?” We also take into consideration the target group’s 
responses on the rest of the questions concerning their view of the Fitness World ad and fitness 
companies in general. The gathered data of their reactions, together with their replies in the 
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question “What would you like to see in a (fitness) campaign, if it should appeal to you?”, make 
for guidelines of this fitness campaign that we name Idyllic.  
The overall negative response to the ad was initiated by some major issues that all, or 
most, of the people in our target group mentioned. The major ones were the following: lack of 
logos and abundance of pathos, sexism and categorization of people, lack of diversity in the 
types of people that join the gym and finally, a lack of health-improvement driven motivation for 
joining the gym. In addition to these flaws, the target group noticed that the campaign: lacked 
focus on the prices and the special offers and packages, no inclusion of the staff teaching the 
users how to use the machines or generally being helpful, wasn’t realistic with the body images 
they promoted, and failed to show the effects exercise can have on a person’s life. 
The Idyllic fitness campaign is inviting everyone to join the fitness center. The people in 
it are diverse and the environment inclusive, resembling a “real” environment where there is a 
variety of people. There are fit, thin and overweight people, generally people of all shapes and 
sizes. There is not a certain age group one should belong to in order to feel comfortable going 
there, meaning there are both younger and older people. These people feel comfortable being 
around one another and they can choose to work out detached from the rest or engaged in a 
workout where people interact with one another and provide help and knowledge if needed. The 
members of the fitness center are not there to compete with each other or to show off their skills 
or their well-shaped bodies. They are individuals but they also are part of the team in which 
everyone belongs and they contribute to the all-embracing atmosphere of the gym. There is no 
focus in the way people appear and dress for the gym. Everyone can wear their selected gym 
clothes, or just clothes they feel comfortable in, and there is no judgment or criticism.  Having 
said that, the idyllic ad is not promoting sexual behavior, such tensions are to be avoided or not 
be focused upon. The sexual concept of the Fitness World ad caused a very negative response 
to the target group, so it is important that focus is not on such references.  
Also, in the fitness environment there are friendly, ready-to-help trainers that can show 
to the new members how to use the machines and do exercises, but also the more advanced 
members could help around if needed, showcasing the team mentality and the engaging feeling 
of the fitness center. 
The idyllic ad focuses on health and lifestyle. By joining the advertised fitness center the 
member adopts a healthier, and hence, better lifestyle. In this part of the ad, the logos is 
apparent and strong and is contrasted to the Fitness World ad. The idyllic focus is set on the 
many gains from exercise without focusing only on the appearance. One should join the gym in 
order to gain/maintain good health, strong body and of course a better physique. Some of the 
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interviewees mentioned that they would also like to see some facts on the advantages of joining 
a fitness center, since that will remind them of the benefits of such lifestyle. In addition to that, 
there could be relevant information on a healthy lifestyle such as healthy diet recommendations 
and even showcase how a gym can help you improve different aspects of your life. 
 
Analysis Conclusion 
 
When taking a step back and reflecting on the overall reception of the chosen Fitness 
World campaign, we find that the interviewees are in general conflict with their feeling 
concerning the topic of fitness and healthy lifestyle. It is evident that both are either quite 
important or at least play a minor role in most participants life, which perhaps is a representation 
of how it is on a general level in our society. Looking good and being healthy is important to 
many people, but the environment that offers people to obtain this is no longer, if it ever was, 
compatible with the common person. For that reason, our interviewees immediately reject the 
categories and the stereotypes Fitness World offers through this campaign, but at the same 
time they do not want to quit their membership or change their opinions about fitness. They 
desire the results of fitness and a healthy lifestyle, but dislike the environment they unfortunately 
have to be a part of to obtain it. 
So when Fitness World is using pathos to connect with people’s motivation and self-
esteem, they fail in the eyes of the interviewees who would rather be appealed to through a 
strong sense of logos. They want Fitness World to concentrate about their product which is 
fitness and health and stick to what they are good at. Along with a clear demand for credible 
information about fitness and how to be healthy, every interviewee express that they would like 
a fitness center to be a place for everybody, not only the stereotypes presented in the 
campaign.  
Another one of the main reactions from both female and male interviewees, was the 
obvious objectification of women. However when looking closely, the objectification is just as 
evident and overstepping in the men’s video, if not more. The reason for the reactions being 
mostly concerned with the women’s video could be the fact that men in today’s society does not 
react as strong when being objectified, as women do.  
There was a rather strong negative reaction towards the way Fitness World 
communicate their message, trying to create a youthful, contemporary feel with the hashtags 
and use of slang. The interviewees did not find it interesting but actually rather dated and 
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unoriginal, which could be indicating that this way of communicating is too frequently used and 
not very successful anymore. At least not in the way Fitness World is using it. 
It seems to us that, in general, fitness world has constructed a campaign that uses only 
a selected few tools to try to convince the audience to engage with their product. The lack of 
strong mechanisms that could be used to activate our full range of reception in ethos, pathos, 
and logos results in them losing many of the audience members who view the feeble ploy on 
our pathos as pathetic, and in some cases insulting. Because the commercial plays on so very 
few elements, the commercials are viewed as pandering and weak overall, and ineffective, at 
least in our interviewees. 
 
Conclusions 
 
From all the data we’ve collected, be it qualitative or quantitative, there are many 
common themes to be found in regards to the product we choose to present. Not surprisingly to 
us, we received resounding response against the messages these Fitness World 
advertisements offered. With the first responses ranging from laughter and disbelief, developing 
into to those of anger, frustration, or even disgust, we think it safe to say that this opinion 
against, is grounded. Even though most audience members find fitness important to them 
personally, because of the poor handling of the subject material, the advertisements are seen 
as something of a joke, ridiculous in nature and structure. 
Today, with as many societal pressures as we endure daily, to use a hot button such as 
body image is seen by the receivers as step in the wrong direction. The fact that another 
commercial is trying to play on insecurities doesn't seem to resonate well with the audience. An 
appeal to what may be the darker side of our pathos, in this regard, is ineffective at motivating 
them. Part of the disillusion that people feel with the message is only punctuated by how 
saturated people feel with presentations like these. The audience sees the strings trying to be 
pulled and aren’t receptive to the draw an “edgy” or “viral” advertisement like this may have had 
in the past. 
A commonly perceived daily pressure is the importance of one's involvement in social 
media platforms and the cross platforming of media sources amongst themselves. Every media 
outlet has references to other platforms that hyper saturates the public with a cyclical self-
referencing system. In some regards this is expected, as there are many different platforms and 
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seldom are the audience members connected to them all, but the constant mention of these 
platforms only serves as a reminder that there is something you as the audience are missing out 
on. It is understandably annoying to be constantly berated with these thoughts, as was 
expressed by our interviewees. 
The perceived target group, especially women, feel insulted by the categorizations of 
people that are proposed, and the sexist delivery of the material only further damages any 
positive message that could be garnered from the product. Many feel marginalized if they have 
an idea even slightly contrary to the ideal set forth by the company. It seems that highlighting 
being an attractive person only serves to upset or turn off the audience. Maybe this resides in 
the fact that attractiveness is a subjective idea held by individuals and based off of personal 
experiences and preference. Consequently, boxing people to a singular standard only creates 
conflict with the individual's principles and sense of identity. 
The negative effects of the two spots seem to be punctuated in the text and audio. While 
the images can be dehumanizing or hypersexual in some regards, only when coupled with the 
text and audio do they become the offensive entity people are repulsed by. It seems to us that it 
is not in what you show, but the dialogue that you couple with them that creates the whole 
message. A body is a body, and natural in its own right but the objectifying manner of speech 
and text are what truly turn people off to these adverts. Along with this poor approach of text 
and message, the apparent lack of logos and the easily seen play at our pathos only further 
diminish the audience’s reception of the message. 
Through our investigation we thought it important to uncover some information about the 
culture surrounding fitness itself so we could better asses how an advertisement, such as the 
product chose, would have an effective or not in influencing behavior. The inquiry into how 
people view fitness and their relationship not only helped us in understanding how an ideal 
campaign could be constructed but also some of the deeper reasons behind why this particular 
product was ineffective. 
The identity of a person is a multifaceted entity that can be effected by many influences, 
be them physical or ideological. Fitness itself is a subject where those two worlds seem to 
collide and the results can be very convoluted. From our data we came to the conclusion that 
body image and health are something of concern to nearly everybody, so any message 
surrounding those topics will come under scrutiny by any observer. Because identity is also 
something personal and important to everyone, any message that can be seen as an attack is 
quickly rejected, sometimes simply ignored, or fiercely fought against. This effect is easily seen 
in our audience and the responses they give in why the message Fitness World puts forward 
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doesn’t resonate with them. They simply don’t see themselves represented by the 
advertisements. This lack of diversity in Fitness Worlds created ideal is seen as a slight against 
anyone that doesn’t fit into the boxes they have created. 
Health, being a central theme of important to the audience, also seems poorly 
represented in the audience’s eyes. From our data we see that health is one of the most 
important motivators in attending a gym and the lack of any representation of it in the message 
leads to further dismissal of the product. Ideally, the audience would like more appeal to the 
logos in this regard. They would like the reasons concerning health addressed and a safe 
environment for everyone, of every type to be able to achieve these goals. 
Through the investigation one of our central concepts was that of motivators in 
behavioral change. We discovered that, in a general sense, negative motivators could be just as 
effective as positive motivators. But then why has the audience responded so negatively to the 
use of (what we deem) negative motivators, i.e. guilt, shame, and self-consciousness? Our 
personal conclusion is that these motivators are only effective when coming from the inside, and 
while the effect of the commercial may be far more insidious than we know, our data was not 
collected in a way to measure if guilt, shame or self-consciousness arise as a result over time. It 
may also be that these motivators don’t work well for a fitness type product, while they may 
work for another product, such as for an NGO concerned with aid to those less fortunate. It may 
also be that the message lacked too much of other appeals via logos or pathos to find 
resonance with the audience. 
Another issue that generates concerns in the audience is how pandering the message 
presented by Fitness World appears to be. But even though we see the play to our ego we 
seem to be passive in letting it happen, and much of the behavior towards the company doesn’t 
change, at least not in consuming their product. It may be because of the removal of the 
advertising element of the company from the actual fitness centers one visits. The audience 
sees it as a decision made and an ideal held by something or someone else, removed from the 
employees and space of the centers they attend. 
Still it may be simpler yet. A not too shocking piece of data collected was that of price, a 
motivator we had not even considered. Mentioned many times by our interviewees was their 
concern with cost effectiveness and the low price Fitness World can offer for their services. 
What they found lacking in that regard was more concrete services in terms of packages but the 
advertisement did not convince any of them to quit as a member. By all accounts it appears 
Fitness World may have overplayed their ethos card in concerns to how ridiculous, offensive, 
marginalizing or ineffective a message they can put forward. But in the end, it seems that no 
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matter how conflicted we are at first, ambivalence is quick to arise; and in the larger picture, 
sometimes economy takes precedent over ideals. 
 
Perspectivations  
 
Some of the pitfalls that we can detect in our project are mainly due to lack of experience 
in conducting interviews and due to limited time for the completion of the project. 
 To begin with the method, we realize that engaging in a quick and dirty interview first, 
could have really shown what kind of questions we should have included and would have 
generally given us a better insight to form the focus group interview and survey. By not doing 
so, we might have over-thought the interview questions in order to ensure that we would get all 
relevant data we might have needed. 
Instead of combining both qualitative and quantitative methods, we could have only used 
the qualitative method. This could have given more coherence to our data collection and the 
gathered information could have been easier to process. The lack of time also prevented us 
from developing a more in-depth relationship with the literature surrounding the subject. For 
example, we could have looked more into how to formulate better questions for the interviews 
and the survey. 
The interpretation of the collected data from our interviews and surveys could have been 
optimized if we had more time. Much of the data, for example regarding motivators, was not 
extensively analyzed and used in the project report. It would have also been preferable to 
conduct interviews with the same amount of people every time rather than interviewing a group 
of three, a group of two and individuals. This way the results might have been considered even 
more credible since the prerequisites for all the interviewees would have been the same.   
 Concerning the subject of the project, we could have decided on a more narrow 
research angle from the beginning. Our initial interest was about what motivates people in a 
broad sense, which lead us to ask interesting, yet irrelevant questions to what we were 
supposed to investigate. The process of finding the problem formulation that would more 
precisely be about reception analysis instead of motivators in a philosophical way took a very 
long time. This was probably one of the reasons why we may not have asked the perfect 
questions during our interviews. To a certain degree, this slowed our process down. 
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 Regarding the practicalities behind the organization of the focus group interview, better 
communication between us and the potential interviewees should have been achieved. We 
could have had a more formal approach when inviting them to the focus group interview and 
stress the importance of their participation. We could also have arrange to conduct the interview 
in a more strategic and easily accessible place (in Copenhagen rather than RUC) to enhance 
the chances of attendance. In relation to that, we should have invited more people in order to 
ensure the attendance of enough people to conduct the interview.  
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Communication Plan for the Popular Article 
 
After conducting a study regarding the reception of a fitness campaign launched by Fitness 
World at the end of 2014, and investigating what the reaction of a precise target group is to the 
motivational tools used by the company, we wanted to present our results to a larger audience. 
In order to share our findings we would like to write a popular article describing our findings in a 
general manner, teasing the reader’s curiosity. We would want our readers to be interested in 
our cause and optimally decide to read our entire research paper. Our general purpose would 
be to create awareness regarding our relationship with fitness, and the meanings it has acquired 
in today's society.  
 
Sender 
We would be the senders of the article and we would present ourselves as a team of student 
researchers from Roskilde University. By doing so we would gain credibility since Roskilde 
University is a well-known and trustworthy research-platform. We would also specify our 
departments of provenience within the general humanities and, more precisely, the departments 
of communication, philosophy, journalism, and business. Since we are students educated within 
the humanities we assume our readers beforehand will conclude that we are not concerned with 
scientific, biological or medical approaches regarding the subject, but rather with philosophical, 
psychological and marketing considerations. We believe this aspect will enhance the 
predisposition of our audience to read our article; humanistic approaches are in general easier 
to comprehend and identify with, differently from scientific articles which often are of difficult 
understanding.  
 
Message 
The core conclusion of our research would be that motivators are mostly effective if and when 
they follow our creation of self-identity. Our more general message is that Fitness World failed in 
motivating its potential members by producing an outdated, stereotyping and sexist campaign. 
By doing reception studies with a selected target group the general understanding was that 
physical activity and health is of great importance to the majority. Though the motivational tools 
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used by fitness world were immediately dismissed since they were not in sync with the 
importance of the participants’ personal idea of self-identity creation. 
 
Channel 
We would have the article published in the online edition of a generic fitness magazine 
addressing both a female and male audience. We chose this channel because we think that it is 
to our advantage to publish the article on the internet. In this manner it will be more easily 
accessed and we will be able to add the direct link to the entire research paper at the end of the 
article. The choice of publishing the article in a generic fitness magazine is because of the 
importance of setting ones product within the right context. By locating the article within a 
precise frame, which in our case would be the platform of a fitness magazine, heightens the 
probability of people reading the article: the person who chooses to get information from a site 
that is concerned with fitness and health in general will be more inclined to be interest in reading 
our article. 
If we had published the article in a common newspaper, the attention towards it could have 
been fairly reduced. We believe this is because the general tendency when taking in information 
on this platform is to quickly skim through all the various news provided without necessarily 
going in depth with any one topic. 
 
Content and language 
We have engaged with a popular article, of the length of one A4 page, divided into two columns. 
Inspired by the structure of the News Triangle used by journalists to catch the attention of the 
reader, we will start by describing our overall conclusion. Following, we will shortly explain 
through which methods we achieved our conclusions, what was the process and point out which 
was our precise field of research. The article is going to be short also in order to not appear as 
overwhelming or boring to the reader. The idea is to catch the reader's attention and to hold it, 
with the outcome of them looking into the actual research.  
We have opted for using a simple vocabulary of easy understanding. We will try and formulate 
short explanatory sentences. these will help us in expressing our main concerns and getting 
right to the point. We will not be using figures of speech since the aim of our article is to inform 
the readers about some precise information. As far as possible we want to avoid 
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misunderstandings due to the choice of language. We will also focus very much on the fact that 
the article needs to be easy on the eyes. it is not going to be composed of one compactly 
written paragraph, but rather of more short paragraphs. 
 
Target group 
Our target group is male and female readers of the magazine in which the article is going to be 
published. We believe this to be a favorable target group since we presuppose them to be 
interested in fitness and health. Obviously this is because of their choice of reading the fitness 
magazine in the first place. Furthermore, we presuppose that fitness is, in one way or another, 
part of the target groups everyday life. For this we believe our target group to be interested in 
reading something about the role and image of fitness in the eyes of others.  
The target group would encounter the title of the article on the front page of the website of the 
magazine. At this point they would have the possibility to click on it and read the entire article.   
 
Effect/purpose 
The desired effect of publishing this article would be, in the first moments, to stimulate the 
curiosity of the target group regarding the subject. Thought, our main aim is to create more 
awareness regarding the subject. We would like our target group to be informed about 
motivational tools used by fitness companies and empower them to be more critical towards bad 
fitness advertisements. 
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Popular Article 
 
Research: Fitness chain fails in 
motivating their potential 
members - their methods are 
outdated, unoriginal and 
stereotypical 
 
New study shows how difficult it can 
be to motivate people to join a fitness 
center through a campaign. The 
different motivational factors, like 
having an ideal type of body or being 
a certain type of person, are no 
longer useful when trying to recruit 
new members to join a fitness center. 
In fact these motivational factors 
incite negativity more than anything 
else, and it is actually the economic 
aspects that determine whether 
people wish to join or not 
The research was conducted by a group 
of student researchers from Roskilde 
University and has been made on the 
foundation of a selected target groups 
reaction to a campaign launched in the 
late 2014 by the well-known company 
Fitness World. 
The campaign plays on different typical 
motivational means, like the fact that 
doing fitness gives you a certain body 
type, which allows you to obtain a 
certain status in the eyes of others and 
in society at large. In general, the 
campaign caused very negative 
reaction, mainly due to peoples rather 
strong sense of identity and the fact that 
they did not like to be dictated into 
behaving in a certain way. Even if 
people found motivation in working 
towards having an ideal body type, they 
themselves wanted to set the standards 
for that body type. 
The research revealed that fitness and 
being healthy is an overall interest for 
the majority of the people that were part 
of the investigation, which indicates that 
there is still focus on this in our society. 
However, the motivations presented in 
the campaign were immediately 
dismissed, because they did not follow 
the participants’ sense of how they wish 
to create their identity.  
Another interesting result was how 
important the economic aspect is when 
it comes to motivation. Reasonable 
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prices for a fitness membership, does 
not only trump many of the motivational 
factors, but also the negative responses 
these motivations brought out in people. 
In spite of the fact that people found the 
campaign morally offensive and 
incompatible with their own values and 
beliefs, they admitted that it would not 
make them quit their membership due to 
the prices in Fitness World. 
If you would like to learn more, the 
research is accessible through this link; 
www.ruc.dk 
 
 
 
